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3.0 DEFINITION OF EXTRAVEHICULAR (EV) FUNCTIONS 
Twelve FSAS Mission Functions are defined below. For this analysis con­
sider each Function as a complete unit starting when the FSAS is prepared to per­
form the function and ending when the FSAS is stowed. Therefore, while activi­
ties such as translation and cargo transfer might be required to perform a function
 
such as "Remove/Replace," they should not be included as EV Functions unless they
 
are major objectives. All functions except "Repair," "Translation," "Astronaut
 
Rescue," and "Satellite Recovery" are conducted at prepared worksites. 
a) Deploy 
During the missidn, an FSAS will be required to extend or arrange 
hardware in the EV environment. 
b) Remove/Replace 
During the mission, an FSAS will be required to take units out of 
and/or replace into a special receptacle in the EV environment. 
c) Inspect 
During the mission, an FSAS will be required to closely examine system 
status in the EV environment. 
d) Cargo Transfer 
During the mission, an FSAS will be required to move material from 
one point in'space to another. 
e) Maintain, 
During the mission, the FSAS will be required to perform periodic, 
planned system referbishment. 
f) Assemble 
During the mission, the FSAS will be required to fit together parts 
of specific systems. 
g) Repair 
During the mission, the FSAS will be required to inspect, diagnose, 
and carry out appropriate corrective action on 'specific space systems. 
h) Operate/Monitor 
During the mission, the FSAS will be required to cause to function,
 




i) Data Acquisition 
During the mission, the FSAS.will be required to direct, operate, and 
monitor data recording systems. 
j) ,Satellite Recovery 
During the mission, the FSAS will be required to intercept, attach to, 





During the mission, the FSAS may be required to safely release trapped
 





During the selected mission, the FSAS will be required to safely move
 




4.0 	 DEFINITION OF PERFORMANCE EFFECTIVENESS AND 
COST MEASURES 
The following tables list the performance effectiveness and cost measures 
provided for use in the evaluatidn-of candidate FSAS. These tables are (re­
duced) duplicates of the Step III worksheets. Therefore, when a measure is 
selected for inclusion in the analysis, check it on the Step III worksheet. 
Provided with each measure is a matrix which cross-references the measure
 
to applicable EV functions. Also, the measure is defined, and bothinterval
 





EXTRAVEHICULAR FUNCTIONS 	 34mm 
STEP III D.f.i.,ons of Performance Effectveness and Cost Measures 
MEASURE DEFINTION 	 UNIT - IO 
___________V_27_VInterval Scale Rating Scale 
The expected duration of system usefulness. This refers to 1. Unlimited 
OeainlTime - Standard 1 niieOperatonal C operational or "up' time only. The expenditure of irre- Units(Years 2. Short termLifetime placeable consumables or the liklhood of failure in a cr.- Unt (ye3.Out tine 
tical subsystem' or component usually delimits this measure, months, etc.) UnknownTi 
The upper limit on the duration of stay at a worksxte. Time - Standard I. Unlimited 
aOn-Site Limit my be imposed by astronaut or system constraints such Tie (hours, 2. Limited-Long Term 
Time Limit as energy expenditure or consumable replenishment require- 3. Iiaited-Short Term "A' 
ments. mu , cUnknown 
a * ~. mayhe mpoed b1asronut r sstemcontrantssuc 
The capability of an Extravehicular System to be used at in- 1. Ulimited 
2. Unmited-Special
orksite p planned'worksites. That is, to provide translation and 	 Interface
 
Flexability 	 transportation between, and stabilization and actuation at a 3. Prepared Wrksite Only 1> 
site which has no special hardware for FSAS interface. Unkoown 
I Distance from the FSAS origin on the prime vehicle (e.g., 1. Unlimited 
Rg astronaut EVA ingress/eiress hatch or remote manpglator Lineal - Standard 
. 0*o ** * a Rnge maipuato 2. Liznited-jedium Range
stowed position) to the maximum point at which a workeite Units (mile, fcet, 3. Close Proximity 'S' 
may be located. etc.) Unknown 
The proportion of the expected extravehicular environment in 	 1. Unlimited 
* 	 Environmental which the PSAS could operate. Factors such as high radia- 2. Lrumted (Specific 2,
 
Flexibility tion levels could preclude the use of certain systems, conditions)
 
Deedaiit The confidence that 	may be placed in a system's performing 1. No Redundancy RequiredindReliability 	
- Stan­
dard Unlts (NTo, 2. Redundancy Required
confidence will result in a requirement for a redundant or etc.) Unkown 
backup system to perform the mission. 
Usependablity p it assigned functions when called upon to do so. Lick of 
The number of crewmen who must devote full time and atten­
crew tion to ESAS operations. Their roles might be actuation, Number of Crewmen 
Requirements C cargo transport, system support, or backup operations. 
Resources required to operate an FSAS pet unit time, includ- 1. Low 
Expendable U ing life support consumables, propellant, etc. It is assumed Weight per UtTi- . edRequirements that depletion of the expendables will prevent PSAS use. dard mission) 3. High 
C - Cost Measure 
P - Performance Effectiveness Measure 
ME 
EX'mXVEHICULAR EUNCTIONS 










MEASURE D6FINI TIONg 
systems required to safely terminate the FSA$ mission 
p given a major subsystem failure. Of primary concern is the 
Prvisons safe return of an EVAastronaut to the prie vehicle. 
Earth (1-G) weight of the FSAS, less expendables. 
C 
IIetc.) 
MaitenncePercentage of time in orbit when the FSAS will be xnopera-
tire because of servicing preventive maintenance, or re-Requirements pair. 





1. None Required 
























Amo0t.'of space occupied by the FSAS while in a stowed con-
figuration, This space will define the requirements forFSAS transport and orbital stowage. 
The axerage rate at which an FSAS will move. between point.. 
In some cases an FSAS can traverse at a higher rate; how-
ever, safety, comfort, and rate of expendable consumption 
Imust be considered. 
Volume - For a Stan. 
dard Mission (Cubic 
feet etc.) 
Velocity - Standard 

















Th. mximum accelertion/deceleration rate available to the 
FSA5. 
Acceleration, Decal 
oration - standardUnits Feet per
second ) 
1. High 




Avera e time required for an 
aetitude after being offset, 
fSAy to return to a programed Time (minutes, 
seconds) - Standard 
offset 
1. Stable 




Bate with ch an F S can change dlrection to avoid an o-
stacle, to select a different worksite, or to follow a pre.progr.a~d fliSht pnth. 
Anular Accelr- 
tion - Standard 
t MDissio p
sConds, ounc , 
1. HLigh 
2. Medium3 .r M ew 
3. Hev 
0 - Cost measure
* - Performance Effectiveness Measure 
EXTRAVEHICULAR FUNCTIONS 
STEP III Definitions of Performance Effectiveness and Cost Measures =" 
A, 0 
Actuation Force (Normal) p 
SUEDFIIINInterval 
The maximum force which can be applied by an actuator at a 
worksite. This force is, for an astronaut, in the push-pulldirection. 
Scale 











The maximum sustained force which can e applied by an actu-
ator at a worksite. This force is for an astronut a 
wr rotation. 






















Te, maxium package weight (-G) which can be safely moved 
by an actuator between points at a worksite. 
The maximum package sife which can be safely handled by an 
P actuator at a worksite. 
Pinches) 
Limit 
Average if rpak between actual and preprogrammed actuator 
n acrPposbptaon. 
Average difference between actual and preprogrammed actua-
P tin 
Unknown 
iaght - Standard 1. Havy 
units (pounds) 2. Moderate 
Light 
Lenth Width, and 1. Larg 
Breadth (Feet, 2. Moderate 
3. Small 
FM = L x Wx B Unkown 
Eror (E) - Lineal 1. Accurate 
(Inches, otc.) 2. Moderate 
FM K VEmitiy xz 3. Inaccurate 
FM Unknown 
Error -'Rotational 1. Accurate 
(DIhe s , 2. Moderate 




* . e 
Envelope 
The surface describing the points around a




Sam of reach dis-














over which cargo may be transported. Distance - Standard 
Units (Feet, etc.) 
1. Unlimited 
2. Limited-Medium Range 
3 Lamited-Close Prox-
C - Cost Eeasure 
P - Performance Effectiveness Measure 
EXTRAVEHICULARFUNCTIONS 








































STEP III Definitons of Performance Effectivene and Cos Measures 
DEFINITION UNIT K 
Interval Scale Rating Scale 
The percentage of the visual field which is unobstructed by FM = (% of Visual 1. Unobstructed 









rate with whch materials can be moved by the FSAS be- Velocity - For a 1. Fast
 
wean points in space. 	 Standard Mission 2. Mod.
 




The maximun cargo weight (l-G) that can be transported by an Weight - Standard 1. Heavy




Average tUme required for an FSAS to return to a programmed Time (miuItes, 1. Stable
 
p attitude after being offset, 	 seconds) - Standard 2. Moderate Stability
 
as and offset 3. Unstable 
FM=C-r-yjqr ,Uknown 
I The maximum cargo volume that can be transported by an FSAS Volume in Standard 1. larg e 




The sxaetaforce countracted n lateral axes. Force R-ited-tan- 1. Stable 
p dard Unitsi(oudi 2. Moderate Stability 
feFet K 4y)Ha 3. Unstable
 
(Normal) nknoutr
The rxum force counteracted in rotaton about the axes Force Reacted-Stan- l. Stable 
p nr to ehe work t p, dard Unts (Foot- 2. Moderate Stability 
pounds) 3. Unstable 
. . ... UnknownI - _ 	 I ..am aa"rr ._ 





5.0 	 FREE SPACE ACTIVITY SYSTEM SPECIFICATION AND 
DATA SHEETS 
The 	following tables include interval and rating scale data gathered on 
each Free Space Activity System reviewed. Both EVA subsystem and EV system
 
data are provided (paragraphs 5.1 and 5.2, respectively).
 




5.1 EVA SUBSYSTEM DATA SHEETS
 
Translation Handrails and Handholds 	 5-1-1 (a, b) 
Handheld Maneuvering Unit (HHMU) 5-1-2 (a, b) 
Astronaut Maneuvering Unit (AMU) 5-1-3 (a, b) 
Automatic Stabilized Maneuvering Unit (ASMU)' 5-1-4 (a, b) 
Translation Trolley 5-1-5 (a, b) 
Servo Powered Hardsuit 5-1-6 (a, b) 
Unaided Astronaut (Actuator) 5-1-7 (a, b) 
Stabilization Handrails and Handholds 5-1-8 (a, b) 
Dutch Shoes 5-1-9 (a, b) 
Hanrails/Fo6t Restraints 	 5-1-10(a, b) 
Maintenance Waist Restraint 	 5-1-11(a, b)
 
Variable Flexibility Tether 5-1-12(a, b) 
Boom Attachment 5-1-13(a, b) 
Astrogrid Shoes 5-1-14(a, b)
 
STEM for Cargo Transfer 5-1-15 (a, b)
 
Handrails for Cargo Transfer 5-1-16(a, b)
 
Dolly & Rails for Cargo Transfer 5-1-17(a, b)
 





FREE SPACE ACTIVITY DEV 
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET LEVEL 5 RAILS 
OPI R\TIONAL LIFETIME EMERECONY IROVTSTONS ACTIIATFON FORCE (\.0I'IILI 
Interval I Rating Ite, vatetI Ring fntlrv, I t., I ' 
-- ] 1-Unlamited. -- 1-None Req'd. 
'Notes Notes Note, 
N/A 
ON-SITE TIME LIMIT' MASS ACTUATION FINCI (OT\ I Ih'% 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Ilt 
-- 1-Unlimited 100 lbs l-Light 
Notes Notes Note, 
(2) N/A 
WORRSITE PWXIBILITY ?t\INTINANCE TIME REQUIREMENTS WORKSITE >\5 i\NI)Llt. 1thI 
1nterv'l Rating Interval Rating Interval 
None 1-None 
Notes Notes Notes 
N/A N/A 
RANGE STOWED VOLUME WORKSIT" SIZE R\NDLI\., LILT 
Interval Rating Inter al Rating Interval ]{ar', 
60 ft(E) 3-Close Prox. 995 in3 (E) lrSmall 
Notes - Notes Notes 
(1) (2) N/A 
ENVIRONMENTAL FLEXIBILITY AVERA(E TRANSLATION VELOCITY ACTUATOR POSITION \;CER\i 
[nter~al Ratl Rating Int Rating Interval Rj. 
-- 1-Unlimited 2 ft/sec (E) 3-Slow 
Notes Notes \otce 
N/A 
PEPEND\BILITY TRANSLATION RATE CONTROL ACTUATOR ORIENT\TIO\ \CTRI\C 
I Rating Interal Rating Interval R.a"iti­
-- i 1-No Redund. 2 1-High 
Notes Notes Notes 
N/A 
CREW REQUIREMENTS TRINSIATION STABILITY WORKSITL RE\CH I:NVFLOIPL 
tnterval Rating Interval Rating Interval Rat ant 
I--1-Stable 
Notes Notes Notes 
N/A N/A 
EXPEKDABLE REQUIREMENTS TRANSLATION MRNEUVERABILITY CARGO TRANSPORT RA\Gl. 
InevlRating Interv'al Rating Lntevl _Rat mt.­
-- ~1-Low - -i 
Notes Notes Notes 
*Select. route N/A 
LEGEND: P - Published Data - T - Typical
 
E - Estimate 	 Mx - Maxv 
Mn - Min anum 
5-1-1 (a) 
SUBSYSTEM NOMENCLATUREFREE SPACE ACTIVITY DEV RAILS 
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET (Continued) LEVEL 151 
VISIBILITY 





Based on SKYLAB 60 ft. umbilical limitation. 
60 feet of dual, alumnimum,.Gemini handrails. 
DEPLOYED VOWIE 
Interval Rating 
995 in3 (E) 1-Small 
Notes 
DEVELOPED BY NATIONAL AERONAUTICS aND SPACE 
ADMINISTRATION. 
(CONTACT MAN/SYSTEMS INTEGRATION BRANCH, ASTRONAUTICS 




























I.ORKSITE STABILITY (ROTATION) 














I - SUBSYSTEM NOMENCLATURE 
FREE SPACE ACTIVITY DEV t N 
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET LEVEL HAND HELD MANEUVERING UNIT1 
I (HHMU) 
OPERATIONAL LIFETIME EMERGENCY PROVISIONS ACTUATION FORCE (NORLAL) 
Interval Rating Interval. Rating Interval Ratint 
--- 2-Short term -- 3-Extra 
Notes Notes Notes 
Tether backup N/A 
ON-SITE TIME LIMIT MASS ACTUATION FORCE (ROT,%rXOJ) 







WORKSITE FLEXIBILITY MAINTENANCE TIME REQUIREMENTS WORKSITE MASS MNADLING LIMIT 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Rat u{ 
1-unlimited-- Unknown -- 3-Light 
Notes Notes Notes 
RANGE STOWED VOLUME WORKSITE SIZE HANDLING LIMIT 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Ratng 
50 ft* 3-Close Prox. -- 1-Small 
Notes Notes 'Notes 
*Limited by tether N/A 
ENVIRONMENTAL FLEXIBILITY AVERAGE TRANSLATION VELOCITY ACTUATOR POSITION \CCUPRCY 
Interval Rating Interval RatinG Interval Rarina 
-- . J 2-Limited 84 ft/sec (P) 2-Medium 
Notes Notes Notes
 
Same astronaut N/A 
DEPENDABILITY TRANSLATION RATE CONTROL ACTUATOR ORIENTATION XCCURCY 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Raring 
-2-Redundancy -- Unknown 




CREW REQUIREMENTS TRINSLATION STABILITY WORKSITE REACH ENVELOPE 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Rating 
2 Unknown 
Notes Notes Notes 
1 primary 
1 back (tether mgt) N/A 
EXPENDABLE REQUIREMENTS TRANSLATION MANEUVERABILITY CARGO TRANSPORT RANGE 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Rating
 




LEGEND: P - Published Data T - Typical 
E - Estimate Xx - MaxIMium 
Mn - Minimum 
5-1-2 (a) 
4ESIIIIIUI 
FREE SPACE ACTIVITY 













































N/A Reference: Bib. No. 68 REV-
IEGEND: P 
E 
- Published Data 
- Estimate 
T - Typical 
Mx - Maximum 
Mn - Minimum 
5-1-2 (b) 
I UTRIK 
SUBSYSTEM NOMENCLATUREFREE SPACE ACTIVITY DEV 
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET LEVEL ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING UNIT 14 (AMU) 
0PIU.TIONAL LIFETIME EIIERCENCY PROVISIONS ACTUATION FORCE (NORmI\L, 
Interval Rating Inter vl } Rating Interval R ]t i.n 
-- 2-Short term -- 3-Extra 
Notes Notes Xoteq
 




ON-SITE TIME LIMIT MASS ACTUATION FURCI: (ROTX rI ON 
Interval J Rating Intervalb Rating Interval [ it Ir­
S3-Limited 1-ih 
1 hr (P) Shot term 168.3 lbsCP)1 I -Light 
Notes - Notes Note, 
6 one-hr. duration missions 137 lbs empty N/A 
WORKSITE FLEXIBILITY MAINTENANCE TIME REQUIREMENTS WORISITE MASS HANDLING LIII I 
Interval Rating Interval . Rating Interval Ra i inj 

-- l-Unlimited - I Unknown 
Notes Notes Notes 
N/A 
RANGE STOWED VOLUME WORKSITE SIZE HANDLING LIIIT 
Interval Rating Interv-al Rating Interval R.1r I, 
2000 ft (P) 2-Limited,Med. 15K sq in(E) 1-Small 
Notes Notes Notes 
35 in. h x 25 in. w x 17 in. 
Gemini use 125 ft. radius deep (P) N/A 
ENVIRONMENTAL FLEXIBILITY 
Interval } Rating 
-- 2-Limited* 







Notes Notes Notes 
to environment of astronaut N/A 
DEPENDABILITY TRANSLATION RATh CONTROL ACTUATOR ORIENTATION ACCUR\CY 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Rar ins 
2-redundancy 
.4 fps2 2-Medium 
Notes Notes Notes 
N/A 
CREW REQUIREMENTS TR\NSIATION STABILITY WORKSITE REACH ENVELOPE 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Rating 
1 .... 1-Stable 
Notes Notes Notes 
2, if tether/umbilical isrequired, attitude - 2.4 deg. deadhand,automatic 3 axis att. cont. N/A 
EXPENDABLE REQUIREMENTS TRANSLATION MANEUVERABILITY CARGO TRANSPORT RANCIE 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Rating 
31 lbs (P) 3-High -- 1-High 
Notes Notes Notes 
18°/sec pitch & yaw,
I 270/sec roll N/A 
LEGEND: P - Published Data T - Typical 
E - Estinate Mx - Maximum 
Mn - Minimum 
5-1-3 -(a) 
AlSUBSYSTEM NOMENCLATURE.DEV SFREE SPACE ACTIVITY 
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET (Continued) LEVEL ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING UNIT141_ (AMU) 
VIS\ l~i LITY 
Inter'vaLl Ratiig "SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY LTV, ASTRONAUTICS DIVISION, LTV 
AEROSPACE CORP.






15K sq in(E) 1-Small
 
Notes 






























Reference: Bib. No. 14, 15, 18, 20, 33,

N/A 
 34, 62, & 91
 
ORKSITh STABILITY (ROTATION) 
D. D. Jordan, E. C. Wilks. Final Report on
Interval Rat Exhaust Plume Heatinq Qualification Test of 
the GetminilMU Extravehicular Coverall and 
Notes Upper Forward Nozzle Extension, LTV Astronau-
Notes tics Division Report No. 335.52, Oct. 1965.
 
N/A REV-
LEGEND: P - Published Data T - Typical 
E - Estimate Mx - Maximum 
Mn - Minimum 
5-1-3 (b) 
3-nEEAR," 
FREE SPACE ACTIVITY DEV 
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET LEVEL 3 
OPERTIONAL LIFETIME EMERGENCY PROVISIONS 
Interval Rating Interval Rating 




ON-SITE TIME LIMIT KASS 




-- -- 1-Light 
Notes Notes 

WORKSITE FLEXIBILITY MAINTENANCE TIME REQUIREMENTS 





RANGE STOWED VOLUME 
Interval Rating Interval f Rating 
-- 3-Close prox. -- 1-Small 
Notes Notes 





ENVIRONMENTAL FLEXIBILITY AVERAGE TRANSLATION VELOCITY 






DEPENDABILITY TRANSLATION RATE CONTROL 
Interval Rating Interval Rating 
.4-.6 ft/..c 
-- Unknown (p) 2-Medium 
Notes Notes 

CREW REQUIREMENTS TRANSLATION STABILITY 
Interval Rating Interval I Rating 
1 -j2-4o. 1- Stab. 
Notes Notes 

EXPENDABLE REQUIREMENTS TRANSLATION MANEUVERABILITY 
Interval Rating Interval Rating 
-- 1 Unknown -- 2-Medium 
Notes Notes 
LEGEND: P - Published Data T - Typical 
E - Estimate Mx - Maxim, 
Mn - Minimum 
S T N 
AUTOMATIC STABILIZATION 
MANEUVERING UNIT (ASMU) 
ACTUATION FORCE (NORIN\L) 





ACTUATION FORCE (IOT [[N) 





WORKSITE MASS IANDLING LIMIr
 
Interval 









ACTUATOR POSITION %CCiUR\CY 






























S Y M E A
 
SUBSYSTEM NOMENCLATUREDEVFREE SPACE ACTIVITY 
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET (Continued) LEVEL AUTOMATIC STABILIZATIONMANEUVERING UNIT (ASMU) 
VISABILiTY 
Tnteral1 - Ratine NOTES 
1-Unobstruct. . (i) ASMU to be evaluated on SKYLAB M-509 experiment 
(to be conducted inside OWS); no life support
Notes capability included. 
















































Reference: Bib. No. 68 REV-
LEGEND: P - Published Data T - Typical 
E - Estimate Mx - Maximum 




FREE SPACE ACTIVITY 
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET 
OPERATIONAL [IETIME 
Interval Rating 
-- l2-Short berin 
Notes 



























































Interval r Rating 
-- I 2-Moderate 
Notes 

































- Published Data T - Typical 













ACTUATION FORCE (ROT\ rIx 




WORKSITE MASS RI\NDLINSt LIlIr 
Interval Rat t 
Notes 
N/A 
WORKSITE SIZE HANDLING LIIIT. 





ACTUATOR POSITION XCCI'IGY 
























FREE SPACE ACTIVITY DEV NOMENCLATURE 
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET (Continued) LEVEL U1 TROLLEY 
VISABILITY
 
Interval Rating 	 NOTES 
-- 1-Unobstructed fl) Astronaut with umbilical 
Notes (2) Primary and Support (Tending tether or umbilical) 
DEPLOYED 	 VOLUME MANUFACTURED BY MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, ASTRONAUTIC, 









































WORKSITE STABILITY (ROTATION) 
Interval Rating 




LEGEND: P - Published Data T - Typical 
-E - Estimate Mx - Raxxmum 





'FREE SPACE ACTIVITY DEV 
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET LEVEL ,SERVO POWEREDMHAROSUIT 
OPERATIONAL LIFETIME EMERCERC PROVISIONS ACTUATION FORCE (NOR1I\,L) 
Interali Rating Interval Rating Interval rattn­
-- Unknown - 3-Extra --
Notes Notes Notes
 
ON-SITE TIME LIMIT MASS ACTUATION- FORCE (ROT\ [OX) 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval 'Rt iTe 
-- Unknown -- 2-Moderate -- 1-High 
Notes Notes Notes 
WORKSITE FLEXIBILITY MAINTENANCE TIME REQUIREMENTS WORKSITE MASS MANDIA NC LIMir 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Rat'nel 
-- Unknown -- Unknown -- 'Unknown 
Notes Notes Notes 
RANGE STOWED VOLUIME WORNSITE SIZE HANDLING LIIT 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Rating 
-- 3-Close Prox. -- 2-Moderate -- + Unknown 
Notes Notes Notes 
ENVIRONIENTAL FLEXIBILITY AVERAGE TRANSLATION VELOCITY ACTUATOR POSITION ACCIRACY 
Lnterval Rating Interval Rating Interval &ariun 
---iitd-- 3-Slow -
Notes Notes Notes 
Superior to EMU suit N/A 
DEPENDABILITY TRANSLATION 'RATE CONTROL ACTUATOR ORIENTATION ACCGR\G 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Ratine 
-- 2-Redundancy - nnw _______ 
-- Req ' d -- _unknown 
Notes Notes Notes 
N/A 
CREW REQUIREMENTS TRANSLATION STABILITY WORKSITFE REACH ENVELOPE 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Rating 
2 ... Unknown -­ unknbwn 
Notes Notes Notes 
I primary, 1 backup
(tether.umbilical managemt.) 
EXPENDABLE REQUIREMENTS TRANSLATION MANEUVERABILITY CARGO TRANSPORT RANGE 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval RAtin -
-- unknown -- Unknown -- j Unknown 
Notes Notes Notes 
LEGEND: P - Published Data T - Typical 
E - Estimate Rx - Maximum 





FREE SPACE ACTIVITY DEV . . 







































N/A Reference: Bin. go- 68 REV-

LEGEND: 	 P - Published Data T - Typical 
E - Estimate Mx - Maxunum 
Hn - Minimum 
5-1-6 	 (b) 
- -
fhE.Eh~flhOIEnTfIN
FREE SPACE ACTIVITY DEV 
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET LEVEL 1 
OPERTIONAL LIFETIME EMERGENCY PROVISIONS 







Notes 	 Notes 
(1) 	 (8) 
ON-SITE TIME LIMIT MASS 
Interval Rating Interval Rating 

3.0 hrs. 3-Short tem~ 296 ibs (T, Eli 2-Moderate
 
Notes 	 Notes 

(2) 	 (9) 
WORSITE FLEXIBILITY MAINTENANCE TIME REQUIREMENTS 
Interval Rating Interval Rating 
3-Prepared 
--	 W/S only 50% (E) 3-Frequent-
Notes Notes 
(3) 	 (10) -

RLANGE STOWED VOLUME 

Interval Rating Interval Rating 







ENVIRONMENT-L FLEXIBILITY AVERAGE TRANSLATION VELOCITY 

Interval Rating Internal Rating 

-- 2-Limited ________________ 
Notes 	 Notes 

(5) 	 N/A 
DEPENDABILITY TRANSLATION DATE CONTROL 

Interval Rating Interval Rating 






CREW REQUIREMENTS TRINSIATION STABILITY 

Interval Rating Interval Rating 

2 Crewmen 1 ....
 
Notes 	 Notes 

(6) 	 N/A 

EXPENDABLE REQUIREMENTS TRANSLATION MANEUVERABILITY 







(7) 	 N/A 

LEGEND: P - Published Data T - Typical 
E - Estinate Mx - Maximum 
Mn - Minimum 
5-1-7 	 (d) 
UNAIDED ASTRONAUT 
ACTUATION FORCE (NOR NX 










WORKSITE MASS IANDLINC LI'l 




WORKSITE SIZE HANDLI\G LI'IIT 








































FREE SPACE ACTIVITY DEV
 
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET (Continued) LEVEL UNAIDED ASTRONAUT 
VISABILITY 
Interval Rating NOTES 








DEPLOYED VOLUME (3) Translation, stabilization, and transportation
 
n l devices must be provided as well as lighting andInterval - Rating emergency support systems. 
22.5K in3(T,E) 2-Medium225 no3(,E I 2Md (4) SKYLAB umbilical length.
Notes
 
(5) No EVA under high electromagnetic radiation or high 
TRANSPORT VELOCITY meteorite density. 
Interval Rating (6) Primary and support/emergency backup EVA astronauts. 




N/A (8) Backup astronaut, backup life support, life tether.
 
C\RGO MASS LIMIT (9) Includes EVA astronaut, pressure suit, ITMG,
 
Interval Rating typical life support system weights.
 
(10) Eating, sleeping, etc.
 
Notes 






















Interval Rating Reference Bib. No. 1, 8, 13, 19, 27, 29, 48, 50, 52, 57, 
61, 63, 68, 71, 75, 78, 83, 84, 87, 
Notes 94, 96 
N/A REV-
LEGEND: P - Published Data T - Typical 
E - Estimate Mx - Maximum 




FREE SPACE ACTIVITY DEV S 
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET LEVEL HANDRAILSIKANDKOLDS1 

OPERTIONAL LIFETIME EMERGENCY PROVISIONS ACTUATION FORCE (NORI\L) 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Ratine 
-- 1-Unlimited -- 1-None Req'd. 43 Ibs (P, T) 2-Moderate 
Notes Notes Notes 
ON-SITE TIME LIMIT MASS ACTUATION FORCE (ROT\roxi 
Interval Rating Interval " Rating Interval Rhin: 
--- 1-unlimited .8 bs (E) I 1-Light I-2Mdrt
 
Notes Notes Note% 
WORESITE FLEXIBILITY MAINTENANCE TIME REQUIREMENTS WORKSITE MASS HANDLITN LIMIr 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Rat Ln 
-- 3-Prepared W/S -- 1-None <118 lbs(E) 3-Light 
Notes Notes Notes 
RANGE STOWED VOLUME WORKSITE SIZE HANDLING LIkIT 
Interval Rating Inter-al Rating Interval Raring 
3
8.3 in 3 (E) 1-Small (4K in (E) 3-Small 
Notes Notes Notes 
N/A (1) 
ENVIRONMENTAL FLEXIBILITY AVERAGE TRANSLATION VELOCITY ACTUATOR POSITION ACCUR\CY 
tnterval Rating Interval Rating Interval Rt I ig 
S-- 1-Unlimited -- 1-Accurate 
-Notes Notes Notes 
N/A
 
DEPENDABILITY TRANSLATION RATE CONTROL ACTUATOR ORIENTATION ACCURXCY 
Interval Rating Intervl Rating-Interval Rating 
-- 1-No Redund. -- -Accurate 
Notes Notes Notes 
N/A 
CREW REQUIREMENTS TR\NSLATION STABILITY WORKSITE REACH ENVELOPE 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Rating 
F14 = 218 1-small 
Notes Notes Notes 
N/A N/A 
EXPENDABLE REQUIREMENTS TRANSLATION MANEUVERABILITY CARGO TRANSPORT RANGE 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Rating 
--- 1-Low 
Notes Notes Notes 
N/A N/A 
LEGEND: P - Published Data T - Typical 
E - Estimate Mx - Maximum 












2-Obstruct. (1) Assume handhold/rail one foot long in Gemini 
Notes configuration, made of aluminum. 




SInterval I Rating 	 DEVELOPED BY NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE 
ADMINISTRATION
 
8. 	 in 3 [ 1-Small (CONTACT MAN/SYSTEMS INTEGRATION BRANCH, ASTRONAUTICS 



























Interval I Rating 
Notes 
N/A 





W<ORESITE STABILITY (ROTW\ION) 
Interval Rating Reference Eib. No. 8, 13, 19, 25, 27, 29, 52, 57, 61, 
1163, 68, 69, 71, 75,'7b, 79, 80, 94, 
-- 1-stable 96 
Notes 
REV-
LEGEND: P - Published Data T - Typical 
E - Estimate Mx - Maximum 





- SUBSYSTEM NOMENCLATUREFREE SPACE ACTIVITY DEV 
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET LEVEL DUTCH SHOES1 
OPI.iXTION&L LIFETIME EICENCY PNOVTSTONS ACTUATION PCRC- CWIRN\ LI
 
Interval Rating Inre val Rating Tnterva I ,i t
 
j -Unlimited 1-None Req'd. 4 lbs(T, Mx) 2-Moderate 
Notes Notes .Note, 
(2)
 
ON-SITE TIME LIMIT MASS ACTUATION ,'0tr (ROTI It,\ I 
I Rating Interval Rating Interval I ,t i I-I 
--	 1-Unlimited 12.1 lbs (B) 1-Light - 2-Moderate 
Notes Note. Not" 
(3)
 
WORESITE FLEXIBILITY MAININANCE TIME REQUIREMENTS WORESITE MANS iI\NDLINO L±1l1 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval -N. u, 
-_ -Prepared W/S -- 1-None >235 lbs (P) 2-Moderate 
Notes Notes 	 Notes
 
RANGE STOWED VOLUME WORKSITE SIZE HANDLIVG LI'I1 
Interval r Rating Inter'al Rating 
-Interval j l tn: 
1.2K in3 (E) 1-Small 12K in3 (P) 2-Moderate 
Notes Notes Notes 
N/A
 
EMVIRONMENTAL FLEXIBILITY AVERA(,[ TRANSLATION VELOCITY ACTUATOR POSITION tCtCIt\C\ 
Interval [ Rating Interval Rating Interval iarm 
-- [ 1-Unlimited -- 1-Accurate 
Notes 	 Notes Notes
 
N/A 
DEPEND\BILITY TRANSLATION RAT] CONTROL ACTUATOR ORIU.NT\TION \CC'URC\ 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Ra rIm, 
-- i1-No Redund. -- 1-Accurate 
Notes Notes Notes 
N/A
 
CREW REQUIREMENTS TR\NSIATION STABILITY WORKSITE REACH E.VELOPI: 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Ratine 
2 Cre~men -- F 268 2-Medium 
Notes Notes Notes 
(1) 	 N/A 
EXPENDABLE REQUIREMENTS TRANSLATION MANEUVERABILITY 	 ASPORTTARG  RX\GI. 




Notes 	 Notes Notes
 
N/A 	 N/A 
LEGEND: 	P - PublLshed Data T - Typical 
E - Estinate Mx - Maximum 




FREE SPACE ACTIVITY DEV SUBSYSTEM NOMENCLATURE 
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET (Continued) LEVEL DUTCH SHOES 
VISXBILITY 
Interval Rating NOTES 





DEPLOYED VO1ME (3) Shoes and support structure. 
Interval Rating 
1.2K in3 (E) 1-Small DEVELOPED BY NASA MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, 



























WORKSITE STABILITY (ROTATION) 
Interval Rating 
1-staole Reference Bib. No. 8, 13, 19, 27, 29, 52, 57, 68, 71, 
Notes 78, 80, 94, 
96 
REV-
LEGEND: P - Publishd Data T - Typical 
E - Estimate Mx - Maximum 




FREE SPACE ACTIVITY 





































































MAINTENANCE TDIE REQUIREMENTS 
Interval Rating 
































- Published Data T - Typical 
- Estimate Mx - Maximum 
Mr - Minim=m,, 
5-1-10 (a) 
SUBSYSTEM NOMENCLATURE 
HANDRAIL & FOOT RESTRAINT 
ACTUATION FORCE (\1R'I\L) 
Interval Rat in 









WORKSITE MASS IANgLING L1MiT 
Interval Rat in 
)235 ibs(P) 2-Moderate 
Notes 
WORSITE SIZE HANIDCIN(; LIMIT 
Interval Rating, 
in 3> 12K J 2-Moderate 
Notes
 













WORKSITE REACH ENVELOPE 










SYSTEMS DATA SHEET (Continued) LEVEL HANDRAIL & FOOT RESTRAINT 





S--1-Unobstruct. (1) Impulse - push direction.
 
Notes .(2) Primary and support. 





1.2K 1-Small MANUFACTURED BY NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMIN-
ISTRATION (Contact Man/Systems Integration Branch,
 
Notes Astronautics Laboratory, Marshall Space Flight Center,
 













































Reference: Bib. No. 8, 13, 19, 26, 29, 57, 63, 68,
71, 77, 78, 80, 99, 96.
 
REV­
lEGEND: P - Published Data T - Typical 
E - Estimate Mx - Maximum 




FREE SPACE ACTIVITY 










ON-SITE TIME LIMIT 




















Interval j Rating 
Il-No redund. 
































Interval 	 Ratng 




MAINTh.NANGE TIME REQUIREMENTS 








"x6"x20" (B) 1-Small 
Notes 

AVERA(;" TRANSLATION VELOCITY 


























- Published Data T - Typical 
- Estimatq Mx - MRaximum 







Interval I R..,. 
30 ft lbs(E) I 3-Low
 
Note% 
In any 	principle axis
 
ACTUATION IORCT (Roiax rwxp 
Interval 	 ltd t' 




WORSITE 	 MA5S I1AN)DLIG LIOU I 




























FM=230 (E) 2-Medium 
Notes
 











FREE SPACE ACTIVITY DEV 
SUBSYSTEMSO NOMENCLATURE 






























WORKSITI; STABILITY (NORMAL) 
Interval Rating 
-- 2-Mod. Stab. 
Notes 
WORKSITE STABILITY (ROTATION) 
Interval I Rating
 
30 ft lbs(T) I2-Mod. Stab. References: Bib. No. 27-& 29
 
Notes 	 Martin Marrietta Corp. Report on Restraint
 
Systea Development, MRC-69-544, NAS8-24840. REV-

LEGEND: P - Published Data T 4.Typical 
E - Estimate Mx - Maximum 




FREE SPACE ACTIVITY 	 DEV 
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET 	 LEVEL VARIABLE FLEXIBILITY TETHER 
OPERATIONXL LIFETIME ENERG I', ROVISTONS ACTUATION F'ORCI, (NORI\I,
 
interval Rating Intel val Rating Interv I ftI
 
-- 2-Short tem -- j 2-ntegral 46 lbs (P) 2-Moderate 
Notes Notes 	 Note,
 
(3) (6) 	 (1) 
ON-SITE TIME LIMIT MASS ACTUATION WORCI: (NOT\ I I I
 
Inter'val Rating Interval I Rating Interval J {t ,
 
-- 1-Unlimited 221 lbs (P) 1-Light -- 2- Moderate 
Notes Notes Note, 
WORShITE FLEXIBILITY MAINTINANCE TINE REQUIREMENTS WORKSITE MASS IRINDLI LIil
 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval R" I
 
-- I2-Spec.Interf. -- 1-None 235 lbs 2-Moderate 




RANGE 	 STOWED VOLUIE WORKSITE SIZE HANDLV, LI'IIT 
Interval Rating Inter'al Rating Interval Nit Itw 
--- [3-Close Prox. 1728 in3 (P) j 1-Small 12K in3 2-Moderate 
Notes Notes Notes 
(4)
 
ENVIIEt\XENTXL FLEXIBILITY AVERACE, TRANSLATION VELOCITY ACTUATOR I,ITION ICO1 :WCy 
interval I Rating Interval Rating Interval jLit 
1-Unlimited -- 1-Accurate 
Notes Notes \otes 
(3) 	 N/A
 
DEPEND\BIITY TRANSLATION RATE CONTROL ACTUATOR ORIENTATIO\ \tCLRXC
 
Interval Rating Internal Rating Interval i Rat iur
 
-- 2-Redun. Req. 	 -- J_1-Accurate 
Notes 	 Notes Notes
 
N/A 
CREW REQUIREMENTS - TRANSLATION STABILITY WORKSITE REACH ENVELOPE 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Rating
 
2 men -J 	 _ _ FM = 720* 1-Large 
Notes 	 Notes Notes
 
(5) 	 N/A *10 ft. radius sphere(approx)
 
EXPENDABLE REQUIREMENTS TRANSLATION MANEUVERABILITY CARGO TRANSPORT RANGE 




Notes Notes Notes 
I N/A N/A 
LEGEND: P - Published Data I - Typical 
E - Estimate Mx - Maximum 
Mn - Hmnmaum 
5-1-12 (a) 
11UEBARIH|i BlESEA110H 
I I SUBSYSTEM NOMENCLATUREDEV S E  
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET (Continued) LEVEL VARIABLE FLEXIBILITY TETHER 





-- J-Unobstruct. (1). Impulse force - pull direction.
 
Notes (2) Appropriate attach point.
 
DEPLOYED VOLU1ME (3) Possible friction wear, deterioration.
 
Interval Rating (4) 
 Assumes astronaut close proximity limitations.
 
1728 in3 (E) 1-Small (5) Primary astronaut with support astronaut tending 
Notes umbilical and/or tether. 
TR\SPORT EOT (6) Unaided harness doffing. 





N/A MANUFACTURED BY GENERAL ELECTRIC, SPACE DIVISION, VALLEY
 
FORGE SPACE CENTER, P.O. BOX 8661, PHILADELPHIA, PENN­
(8) F 10 lbs for B ft, 80 ft.lbs.
 


































10 ft-lbs 2-Moderate Reference: 
 Bib. No. 8, 19, 27, 29, 50, 57, 61,




LEGEND: P - Published Data T - Typical 
E - Estimate Mx - Maximum 
Mn - Minimum 
5-1-12 (b) 
..... I ""3 ! SUBSYSTEM NOMENCLATURE 
FREE SPACE ACTIVITY DEV -O3SYSTEMS DATA SHEET LEVEL BOOM ATTACHMENT 
OPERATIONAL LIFETIME EMERGENCY PROVISIONS ACTUATION FORCE (NORNILJ 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval I Ra r ihw, 
-- 2-Short term -- unknown >45 lbs (E)-! 2-Moderate 
Notes Notes Notes
 
ON-SITE TIME LIMIT MSS ACTUATION FORCE (ROTx 1ION) 
-,Interval . Rating Interval Rating Interval li-mal 
-- 1-Unlimited -- 1-Light -- 2-Moderate 
Notes Notes Notes
 
WORNSITE'FLEXIBILITY MAINTENANCE TIME REQUIREMENTS WORKSITE MASS IANDLIW L; M 1i 
Interval Rating Interval ] Rtamg Rat m, 





RANGE STOWED VOLUME WORKSITE SIZE HANDLIN(; LWqlT 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval R r in: 





ENVIRONMfENTL EXIBILITY AVERACE TRXNSLATION VELOCITY ACTUATOR POSITION XCCIRCX 
Interval Rating Interal } Rating Interval Rat Lnt 
-- l-Unlimitedj j 1-Accurate 
Notes Notes Notes 
N/A 
DEPENDABILITY TRANSLATION RATE CONTROL ACTUATOR ORIENTATION \tCtR\CI 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Rat ina 





CREW REQUIREMENTS TRXNSIATION STABILITY WORKSITE REACH ENVELOPE 
Interval Rating Interval } Rating Interval Rating 




EXPENDABLE REQUIREMENTS TRANSLATION MANEUVERABILITY CARGO TRANSPORT RANCE 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Rating 





LEGEND: P - Published Data T - Typical 
S - Estimate Mx - Maximum 




DEVFREE SPACE ACTIVITY 
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET (Continued) LEVEL BOOM ATTACHMENT 
VISABILITY 	 NOTES 
Intrval Hating (1) Assumed same as waist restraint 
-- 2-Obstructed 
Primary and support astronautsNotes 	 (2) 
(3) EVA astronaut with 6Oft umbilical
 
nKPLOYED VOLUa/ME 
(4) Appropriate attach points
Ratrng 
-- 1-Small (5) 	Backup (manual) STEM deployment system is pro­
vided 
Notes 
DEVELOPED BY SPAR AEROSPACE PRODUCTS LIMITED.
 



















I.ORKSITI: STABILITY (NORNL&L) 
Interval Bating 
FM - 320 (E) 1-Stable 
Notes 
IORKSITE STABILITY (ROTATION) 
Interval R 
90ft-lbs (P) 1-Stable Reference Bib. No. 8, 27, 29, 25, 27, 29, 35, 57, 58, 63, 
Notes 68, 71, 76, 78, 80, 96 
REV -
LEGEND: P - Published Data T - Typical 
E - Estimate Mx - Maximum 
Mn - Minimun 
5-1-13 (b) 
- DEV SUBSYSTEM NOMENCLATUREFREE SPACE ACTIVITY 






























































































P - Published Data T - Typical 
E - Estimate Mx - Maximum 
Mn - Minimum 
ACTUATION FORCE (NORMAL) 
Interval Ratine 





ACTUATION FORCE (ROTA NON) 
Interval I Ravine 
-- 2-Moderate 
Notes 






WORKSITE SIZE HANDLING LIMIT 
Interval Rating 
12K in3 (P) 2-Moderate 
Notes 
ACTUATOR POSITION \CCURCY 
Interval 1 Rating 
-- I1-Accurate 
Notes 






WORKSITE REACH ENVELOPE 
Interval Rating 
PM 295 2-Moderate 
Notes
 











SYSTEMS DATA SHEET (Continued) LEVEL4 ASTROGRID/SNOS 
VISAfBILITY 
Interval Rating NOTES 
-- 1-Unobstructed (1) Primary and support 
Notes (2) Pull force impulses 
(3) Includes shoes and astrogrid plate (20"x'20"x.4")-
DEPLOYED VOUME Astrogrid weighs- approx. .071b/in3 . Each shoe 
Interval Rating weighs approx. 1.2lbs and has a volunme of 28in3.
 
-- 1-Small DEVELOPED BY MCDONNELL DOUGLAS ASTRONAUTIC COMPANY, 
Notes SAINT LOUIS, MO. 
-- TRANSPORT VELOCITY 























WORKSITE STABILITY (ROTATION) 
Interval Rating 





LEGEND: P - Published Data T - Typical 
E - Estimate Mx - Maxamum 




SUBSYSTEM NOMENCLATUREDEVFREE SPACE ACTIVITY 
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET LEVEL STEM 
OPE\RTIONAL LIFETIME EMERGENCY PROVISIONS ACTUATION FOROVE(NORNNtL) 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval I 
1-Unlimited -- 1-None Req'd. 
Notes Notes Notes 
(3) N/A 
ON-SITE TIME LIMIT MASS ACTUATION [imC: (ROT\ IICS
 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval R t I 







WORKSITE FLEXIBILITY MAINI.NANCE TIME REQUIREMENTS WORKSITE MASS IRANDLI; 'L III
 




-- W/S -- -None
 
Notes Notes Notes 
N/A
 
RANGE STOWED VOLUME WORKSITIC SIZE HANIDLIV. L1lT11
 
Interval Rating Interal Rating Interval i ]lil in.
 
1350 in3 (E) 1-Small I 
Notes Notes Notes 
N/A (1) N/A 
ENVIRONMENTAL FLEXIBILITY AVERACE TRANSLATION VELOCITY ACTUATOR POITION \C0 i\GY 
Interval Rating Inter'al Ratin Interval ,itr 
-- 1-Unlimited 
Notes Notes Note, 
N/A N/A
 
DEPENDABILITY TRANSLATION RATE CONTROL ACTUATOR ORIEXTATION \CC(R1C\I 
Interval Rating Interxal Rating Interval Rarin
 






CREW REQUIREMENTS TRXNSIATION STABILITY WORKSITE REACH ENVELOPE
 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Ratint
 





EXPENDABLE REQUIREMENTS TRANSLATION MANEUVERABILITY CARGO TRANSPORT Rh 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Rat in­





LEGENI: P - Published Data T - Typical 
E - Estiate Mx - Maxoum 





SUBSYSTEM NOMENCLATUREFREE SPACE ACTIVITY DEV 
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET (Continued) LEVEL STEM5U 
VISABILITY 
Interval Ratin4 	 NOTES 
-- 2-Obstructed (1) Assume 60 ft STEM 
Notes 	 (2) Primary and receiver (possibly support) astronaut 
DEPLOYED VOLUME (3) Backup (manual) deployment provided 
Interval Rating MANUFACTURED BY SPAR AEROSPACE PRODUCTS LIMITED, 
BOX 6022, TORONTO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, ONTARIO, 










































Reference: Bib. No. 8, 13, 19,127, 29, 35, 52,'
Notes 57, 58, 63, 68, 77,' 96.
 
N/A REV-
LEGEND: P - Published Data T - Typical
 
E - Estimate 	 Mx - Maximum 
Mn - Minim=m 
5-1-15 (b) 




FREE SPACE ACTIVITY 





~~1 1 Unlimited 
Notes 

























































































































- Published Data T - Typical 
- Estimate Mx - Maxinum 






















WORKSITE MASS IIANDL\i LIIMr
 














ACTUATOR 	 POSITION \CCRINCY 






















CARGO TRANSPORT RANGE 
Interval Rating 









- FREE SPACE ACTIVITY 









(2) Dual aluminum Gemnnihandrails, 60 ft.. in length. 
DEPLOY D V atiE (3) SKYLAB umbilical length assumed limit.is asInterval Rating
 
3
995 in (E) 1-Small (4) Manual handrail translation used as base. 
Notes 	 "(5) "Shirtsleeve" transport capabilities used as a base.
 
.(2) 
;TPNSPORT VELOCITY DEVELOPED NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. 
(CONTACT MAN/SYSTEMS INTEGRATION BRANCH, ASTRONAUTICS
 
Interval Ratnn LABORATORY, MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, HUNTSVILLE, 








































- Reference Bib. No. 8, 13, 19, 25, 27; 29, 52, 57, 61, 
Notes 63, 68, 69, 71, 75, 78, 79, 80, 94, 
N/A 	 96 
LEGEND: P - Published Data T 	- Typical
 
E - Estimate Mx - Maxiutm 





FREE SPACE ACTIVITY DEY 
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET LEVEL 3 
OPERITIONAL LIFETIME ENERCENGY PROVISIONS 

Interval Rating Inte val Rating 

-- 1-Unlimited -- 1-None Req'd. 
Notes Note. 

ON-SITE TIME LIMIT MASS 

Interval Rating Interval Rating 





W FLEXIBILITY TIME REQUIREMENTSNORKSITE MAINTENANCE 









RANGE STOWED VOLUME 
Interval Rating Inter-al Rating 












(1) (3) N/A 
- DEPENDABILITY TRANSLATION RATE CONTROL 
Interval Rating Interial Rating 
-- 2-RedundancI 
____________ Reg'd. ____ ___ ______ 
Notes Notes 
N/A 
CREW REQUIREMENTS TRNSLATION STABILITY 









EXPENDABLE REQUIREMENTS TRANSLATION MANEUVERABILITY 








LEGEND: P - Published Data T - Typical 
E - Estinate Mx - Maximum 






ACTUATION FORCE (':OI\'IE) 






















ACTUATOR POSITION %CCIiR\CI1 































DEV SUBSYSTEM NOMENCLATUREFREE SPACE ACTIVITY 
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET (Continued) LEVEL 3 DOLLY & RAILS 
VISABILITY 
Interval Rating NOTES 
3-Very (1) Different thermal conditions on rails may cause 
Notes 
Note ted tolerance problems. 
(2) Primary astronaut with support astronaut tending 
DEPLOYED VOLUME life tether or umbilical. 
Interval Rating (3) Each rail must be "one piece," Joints may cause 
160 in 3 (E) -Smll tolerance problems. 





(5) Rail slide frequently binds against rail causingsubstantial increases in astronaut energy expendi­
ture. 
2 ft/sec 3-Slow (6) Astronaut umbilical length for SKYLAB. 
(4) Notes MANUFAC.TURED BY MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, ASTRO-
NAUTICS LABORATORY, HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA 
















WORKSITE STABILITY (ROTATION) 
Interval Rating 
Reference: Bib. No. 8, 13, 19, 27, 29, 52, 57, 
Notes 63, 68, 71, 78, 79, 80, 81, 94. 
N/A REV-
LEGEND: P - Published Data T - Typical 
E - Estimate Mx - Maximum 




NOMENCLATUREFREE SPACE ACTIVITY DEV 
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET LEVEL PERSONNEL HARNESS 
OPEIRATIONAL LIFETIME EMICRCENCY PROVISIONS ACTIATION fORCk (\OwRi'L) 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval ht tin1L 
1-Unlimited -- 1-None Req'd 
Notes Notes Notes 
N/A 
ON-SITE TIME LIMIT RASS ACTUATION FORCE (ROT FIOx) 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Rat weg 
--- j1-Unlimited (B)105 lbs 2-Moderate 
Notes Notes 	 Notes 
(3) 	 N/A
 
WORKSITE FLEXIBILITY MAINTENANCE TINE REQUIREMENTS WORKSITE MASS I ANDLING LIMII 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Itti1 r  

-- I-NOne 
Notes Notes 	 Notes
 
N/A 	 N/A 
RANGE STOWED VOLUME WORKSITE SIZE HANDLIN: LI IT 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Rating 
3
1025 in (E) 1-small 
Notes Notes Notes 
N/A (3) 	 N/A 
ENVIRONMENTAL FLEXIBILITY AVERAGE TRANSLATION VELOCITY ACTUATOR POSITION ACCFE\CY 
Snte'val [ Rating Interval Rating Interval Ravie 
-- ~1-Un;mie
 
Notes 	 Notes Notes
 
N/A 	 N/A 
DEPENDABILITY TRANSIATION RATE CONTROL ACTUATOR ORIENTATION \CCLR\CY 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Rarna 
-- 1-No Rendund. 
Notes 	 Notes Notes
 
N/A 	 N/A 
CREW REQUIREMENTS 	 TRANSLATION STABILITY WORKSITE REACH ENVELOPE 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Rating
 
2 Crewmen --
Notes 	 Notes Notes
 
[1) N/A N/A 
EXPENDABLE REQUIREMENTS TRANSLATION MANEUVERABILITY CARGO TRANSPORT RANGE 
Interval Rating Iterval Rating 
-- 2-Medium 60 ft. (H, Mx) 3- Close Prox 




LEGEND: P - Published Data T - Typical 
E - Estimate Mx - Maximum 
Mn - Miniunum 
5-1-18 (a) 
SUBSYSTEM NOMENCLATURE 
FREE SPACE ACTIVITY DEV 
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET (Continued) LEVEL Q PERSONNEL HARNESS 
VISABILITY 
Interval Rating NOTES 
-- 2-Obstructed (1) Crewman to use transport and one other crewman to 
handle umbilical and/or life tether.
Notes 
(2) Maximum SKYLAB umbilical length. 
DEPLOYED VOLUME 
(3) Includes 60 ft. of dual parallel Gemini handrails
 Interval Rating of aluminum. 
1025 in 3 (E) J -Small 
(4) 
Assumes same rate as translation.
 
Notes
 (3) ________ 




















6.7K in 3 (E,Mx) 2-Medium 
Notes
 











Reference Bib. No. 8, 13, 19, 27, 
79, 87, 94, 96 






Data T - Typical 
Mx - Maximum 





FREE SPACE ACTIVITY DEV S 
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET LEVEL CLOTHESLINE15 

OPERTIONAL LIFETIME EMERGENOCPROVISIONS ACTUATION FORCE (WRI\L 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Rntin, 
-- 1-Unlimited -- 1-None Req. 
Notes Notes Note% 
N/A 
ON-SITE TIME LIMIT MASS ACTUATION FORCE (NOT\ [QN) 
Interval Rating Interval "Rating Interval Rat i,! 
-- ] 1-Unlimited -- -Light 
Notes Notes Notes 
N/A 
WORKSITE FLEXIBILITY AINT.NANCE TIME REQUIREMENTS WORKSITE MAS5 HANLING LIMI -' 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval RNtinc 
-- 3-Prepared W/S -- 1-None 
Notes Notes . .Notes 
__________ __________N/A -
RANGE STOWED VOUME WORKSITE SIZE HANDLING LIM1IT 
Interval Ratitg Interal I Rating Interval Ratin: 
-_ 
I -Small 




ENVIRONMENTAL FLEXIBILITY AVERAGE TRANSLATION VELOCITY - ACTUATOR POSITION XCR'PICY 
Interval Rating Interal Rating Interval RattI,j 
-- 1-Unlimitedj 
Notes Notes Notes 
N/A 	 N/A 
DEPENDABILITY TRANSLATION RATE CONTROL ACTUATOR ORIENTITION ACCIR\CY 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Rat ina
 
--	 2-Red. Req. 




CREW REQUIREMENTS TRNSLATION STABILITY WORKSITE REACH ENVELOPE 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Rating 
2 Crewmen (F4n)I --
Notes 	- Notes Notes 
(1) N/A N/A 
EXPENDABLE REQUIREMENTS TRANSLATION MANEUVERABILITY CARGO TRANSPORT RANGE 
Interval Rating Jnterval Rating Interval I Ratinm 




LEGEND; P - Published Data T - Typical 
E - Estimate Mx - Maximum 






FREE SPACE ACTIVITY DEV 
SYSTEMS'DATA SHEET (Continued] LEVEL 1 CLOTHESLINE 
VISA Br LITY 
Interval Rating NOTES 
-- 2-Obstructed (1) One Astronaut at either end 
(Primary and Support at least)
Notes 
DEPLOYED VOLUME MANUFACTURED BY NASA, MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON 











































- Published Data 
- Estimate 
T - Typical 
Mx - Maximum 
Mn - Minimum 
5-1-19 (b) 
REERROH 
5.2 EV SYSTEM DATA SHEETS 
Serpentuator 5-2-1 (a, b) 
Space Taxi 5-2-2 (a, b) 
Maneuvering Work Platform 5A2-3 (a, b) 
Remora 5-2-4 (a, b) 
Humpty Dumpty 5-2-5 (a, b) 
Scbmoo 5-2-6 (a, b) 
Modular EVA Work Platform 5-2-7 (a, b) 
Remote Manipulator Spacecraft 5-2-8 (a, b) 
5-2
 
FREE SPACE ACTIVITY 





ON-SITE TIME LIMIT 
Interval Rating 












40ff (T) 3-Close prox. 
Notes 
FNVIONMENTL FLEXIBILITY 











































Into, vl Rating 
-- 3 -Heavy 
Notes 

MAINT] NANCE TIME REQUIREMENTS 








AVERAGE TRANSLATION VELOCITY 
Interval Ratng 




Rotation at Bose - 1 rpm
 














- Published Data T - Typical 
- Estimate Mx - Maximum 
















I0lbs (T) - 3-Low
 
Nole' 
NORKSITE t X, RIkl\LI\G l.I1IT 





WORKII S7IZL H\NDLI\G LIMIT
 
Interval [ R' t in,
 






























v  a ing 
-- 3-Ltd Close 
Notes 




LDEV SYSTEM NOMENCLATUREFREE SPACE ACTIVITY 














SYSTEM BEING DEVELOPED BY NASA MSFC ME LAB (W/SUPPORT






































WORKSITE STABILITY (ROTATION) 
Interval ] Rating 
-- 2-Mod. Stab. Reference Bib: No. 6, 7, 36, 59, 60, 64 
Notes 
REV -
LEGEND: P - Published Data T - Typical 
E - Estimate Mx - Maximm 




DEV SYSTEM NOMENCLATUREFREE SPACE ACTIVITY 
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET LEVEL £ SPACE TAXI 
OPERATIONIL LIFETIME E'IER ENCY PROVISIONS ACTUATION FORCE (NORML)
 
Interval Rating In Interval It ne
 
5 Yr. (P) 1-unlimited -- 2-Intergal 25 lbs. (P) 2-Moderate 
NotsNotesResupply cyofre 120 days, 
82 missions per year 25 ft. umbilical (P) (3)
 
ON-SITE TIME LIMIT MASS ACTUATION FORCE (ROTATION)
 
Interval Rating Intel val j Rating Interval 1 Rt vi
j l I
2-limited 2-Moderate 
short term 3474 lbs. (Wet) (P) 3-Heavy8 hrs. (P) 

Notes 3198 lbsN°try) (P) Notes
 
2 hrs. contingency *Includes 732 Ts.fr Crewtccls,oc (3)
 
WORESITE FLEXIBILITY MINI.NANCE TIME REQUIREMENTS WORKSITE KISS ILX\lfLI',. LIMIT 
Interval Rating Intel val Rating Interval ZaI i'n 
-- ] 1-nlimited -- Unknown 500 lbs (E) 1-Heavy 
Notes Notes \oto, 
RANGE STOWED VOLUME WORKSITE S[ZL H\NDLING Lf'IT 
Interval j Rating Interval Rating Interval F Ritine 
1 mi (P) 2-Limited Ned. 610 sq ft (E) 3-Large -- I 1-Large 
Notes Notes Notes 
Any orbital direction 150" h x 77" x 84" 
ENVIRONMIENTAL FLEXIBILITY AVRAGE TRANSLATION VELOCITY ACTUATOR POSITIOV \CC1-RXCY 
Intervatl I Rating Interval Rating Interval j at n_- _Ene I aua_ 
-- 1-Unlimited -- 1-Fast -- [I 2-Moderate 
Notes Notes Notes 
DEPENDABILITY TRANSLATION RATE CONTROL ACTUATOR ORIENTATION ICCLR\CY 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Rating
 
J-2-Medi
-- ____ 1-No Red. Req. -- 2-Moderate 
Notes Notes Notes 
(2)
 
CREW REQUIREMENTS TRANSLATION STABILITY WORKSITE REACH ENVELOPE
 
Interval Rating Interval . Rating Interval Rating
 
1 .... 2-Moderate FM=400(2 ea) 1-Large 
Notes Notes Notes 
(2) Approx. 100" reach.
 
EXPEI\ABLE REQUIREMENTS TRANSLATION MANEUVERABILITY CARGO TPkSPORT RMC. 
Intttr,l Rating Interval Rating Interval 4 Rating 
263 lbs (E) 3-High -- 2-Medium -- 2-Limited Med. 
Notes Notes Notes
 
(i) (2) Same as range
 
LEGEND: P - Published Data T - Typical 
E - Estimate Mx - Maximum 




FREE SPACE ACTIV/ITY 
- DEV E7ISSYSTEM NOMENCLATURE 





450 2-Obstructed (1) Expendable Requirements
 
Notes 
-Propellant - 234 lbs
N&own 
-02 - 17 lbs
 
Nominal-np & down 

-H20 - 12 lbs 










150" h x 77" x 84" Angular - 80/sec2
 
RNSPORT VELOIY Translational 2 

Fore/aft - 1.0 ft/sec







-- 1-Fast 5 & 15°/sec

Notes Stabilization Accuracy 









-2 bilateral (docking & anchoring)
 


























WORKSITF STABILITY (ROTATION) 
Interval Rating
 
-- 2-Mod. Stab. 
Reference: Bib. No.-3, 11, 29, 31, 32, 51, 53,
Notes549
 
E - 1 54, 97. RV
 RE"V-

IEGENDt P - Published Data T - Typical 
E - Estimate Mx - MavXium 
Mn - Minimum 
5-2-2 (b) 
RE*EBDII 
RESSMRME 	 A 
DEV 1FREE SPACE ACTIVITY SYSTEMS DATA SHEET LEVEL MANEUVERING (MWP) 
WORK PLATFORM 
OPLR\TION\L LIFTIME E'IRCENCY PROVISIONS ACTIATION FORE (N\ORt1L) 
1nterv,] j Rating lntel v.,l Rating Interval I Ratine 
1 yr (P) 1-Unlimited 
-- J2-Integral 25 lb 2Mderate-
Nores Note, Notes 
62 eighty-hourty igou missiosmz  nslife umbilical & hr . tong(grasp) 25 lbs (3)62 -	 25 ft.support 

ON-STIe T[I- LIMIT MASS ACTIUATION IOR(V ROTAfrIto) 
ntrvtl i-nL_ Rating ]nte va Rating Interval RIt 
S2-Limited8 hr (P) Long term 1690 ibs (P) 3-Heavy -- 2-Moderate 
Note, Note, Net,,
 
Plus 2 hrs contingency 1450 lbs (Dry) (P)
 
h1k0SIT I"',IXtBILITE MIINTI Nt\NCE TIME IQUIREMENTS IORKSITI. MkAb iR\kLI'. LI'll 
Intei aT Ratin Intelval Rating Interval I R, in 
2-Limited 	 - 5
 




R\NGE 	 sqTOWEID VOLUME WORKSI11: SiZE HA\I)LI\, LIMIIT 
-Interval Rating -Intel vatI Rating Interval R.11 L -W 
6500 ft (P, )I .2-Limited 1Med. range 140 sq ft (E) 3-Large 480K sq in 1-large 
Notes - \ote, Note, 
Rescue cap. of approx. 1 mi. 
E'VIRO\%NMNTA\L FLE\IIITY %VL.RAI.E TRANSLATION VELOCITY %CTU\TOR POSITIO\ %CVI'R\,Y 
[nteRa I I ating Interval Rating Interval Rat 1,e 
i 2-Limited - .- 1-Fast -- ! 2-Moderate 
\otes Notes Notes 
Same as astronaut 
DFPFXI)XBILITY TRANSLATION RATE CONTROL \CTIATOR ORIENT\TI\ X,\CLf\C\ 
Interv i Rating Interval Rating Interval RatingI 
-- 1 -re dcy -- 1-High -- 2-Moderate 
Notes 	 Notes Note­
(2)
 
CREW REQUIRHEENTS TRANSIATION STABILITY WORKSIT. RECH [AVILOPIL 
Inter\al [ Ratio, Interval Rating Interval Ratine 
1 1 .... 	 2-Mod. Stab. FM=260 (E) £ 2-Medium 
Notes 	 Notes Nores
 




EXP[IABLE REQUIREMENTS TRAN.LTION RLNEUVERBILUTY CARGO TRA\%PORT IM;;. 
rnto,'r I Interval Rating Rtj,,,, Rating I Interval 
246 lbs (P) 2-Meum- 2-Medium Me.d. closes 
Notes Notes \ore,(1) (2) 	 ________________ 
LEGEND: P - Pub]ished Data T - Typical 
E - Estimate Mx - Maximum 
Mn - Minimum 
5-2-3 (a) 




-- 1-Unobstruct. (1) Expendable requirements:
Notes 
-Propellant - 210 lbs 
-02 -2 lbs
 
DEPLOYED VOLUIE 	 -H20 - 26 lbs 
-LiOH - 7.51 lbs

Interval 4 Rating 
300 sq ft(E) 3-Large (2) Translation/stabilization -(P): 
3_-Acceleration rate 2 
Notes angular (pitch, roll, & yaw) - 180 /sec avg. 
translational 
TRANSPORT VELOCITY 
Fore/aft - 1.0 ft/sec2 
Lt./vert. 
- 0.5/sec 2 
Interval Rating -Rotational Rate (command) 
pitch, roll, & yaw - 15 /sec. max. 
1-Fast - -Stabilization Accuracy ­ 20 (automatic) 
Notes 
(3) Manipulators/Granplers 
-3 foreward & 1 aft 
CARGO MASS LIMIT 
lfntervalRating SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY THE LTV ASTRONAUTICS DIV., LTV 
AEROSPACE'CORP. 














IORKSITE STABILITY (NORMAL) 
Interval Rating 







-- 2-Mod. Stab. 
Notes Reference: Bib. No. 3, i1, 29, 31, 32, 51, 
53, 54, & 97. 	 REV-
LEGEND: P - Published Data T - Typical 
E - Estimate Mx - Maximum 
Mn - Minimum 
5-2-3 (b) 
ahEIARIXI 
DEV 	 NOMENCLATUREFREE SPACE ACTIVITY 


























ENERENCY PROVISIONS ACTU,\TION lORCI (\ouI'\L 
Intei vad Rating Interval R"I Iin 
own 	 now--2-Moderate
 
Notes 	 Notes 
(1) 
MASS ACTUATION FORC (ROTAT[ON) 
Intet val Rating Interval Ri lilt 
520 lbs. 
(Loaded)* 3-Heavy -- 2-Moderate 
Note 	 Note', 
*(P), 260 Lbs (empty) (1)
 
NAINTI.NANCE TIME REQUIREMENTS WORiSITF; M\SS iI\\PLI . LI'IIT 
Inter val Rating Interval R. n1. 
Unknown 2-Moderate 
Notes Notos 
STOWED VOLUMR NORKSITE %-I: FLNL)LI\O LIMIT 
Inter ral Rating Interval I Rt ii, 






































*Height-6ft, Dla.-3ft (P) 
AVERAOE TRANSLATION VELOCITY ACTUATOR PONITION \CCIRIIW 























P - Published Data 	 T - Typical
 
E - Estimate 	 Mx - Maxnmum 
























CARGO TRANSPORT R\GP" 
Interval Rating 







FREE SPACE ACTIVITY DEV S 
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET (Continued) LEVEL REMORA 
VISA 13LITY 
NOTESIntcrval Rating 
3600 (P)* 1-Unobstruct. 
(1), Manipulator - 2 ea arms. 
Notes Anthropomorphic gloves - 2 ca. 
*Clear glass dome 





43 cu ft*(E) 2-Moderate
 
Notes 
*Height-6ft, Dia.-3ft (P) 














-- 2-Mod. Stab. 
Notes 
CXRO' SIZE 
Interval I Rating 
-- 2-Medium 
Notes 
EORKSITE STABILITY (NORMXL) 
Interval Rating
 





-- 2-Mod. Stab. 
Notes 
Reference: Bib. No. 5 REV-
LEGEND: P 
E 
- Published Data 
- Estimate 
T - Typical 
Mx - Maximum 





FREE SPACE ACTIVITY EV 1 










ON-SITE' tiMI, LIMIT MASS 
Itier, I iRatin Intel v.I Rating 
Limited 
30 hrs*(P) 2-Long term -- 3-Heavy 
Note, Notes 
*Approx.* 
gORKsl[T I"UC\lIIIILITY ML\INTINANCE TINT, REQUIREMENTS 
litarerl RatIg lute, Val Rating 
-- I 2-Lxmited* ' -I-- I-- Unknown 
Notes Notes 
*Special interface 
R\NGE STOWED VOLUME 




I:\VIRO\NEXTXL FLEATIITY Al\'hRtbI:TANSLITION VELOCITY 
I flter-.,lRating Interval Rating 
-- i 1-Unlimited 
-- 2-Medium "" 
\otes Notes 
DEPI NXIIIILITY TRA'.SLATION RATh CONTROL 
Interval Rating Interval Rating 
-- Unknown -- 2-Medium 
Notes Notes 
CRE REQUIREMENTS TtANSLATION STABILITY 
Inter%1 I Rartng Interval Rating 
1 (P) .... 2-Mod. Stab. 
Notes Notes 
ECPE\I)XBLE REQUIREMENTS TRANSLTION IMNEUVERABILITY 




LI:CEND: P - Published Data T - Typical 
E - Estimate Mx - Maximum 
Mn - Minimum 
5-2-5 (a) 
ST NOMENCLATURE  
HUMPTY DUMPTY 
WATITlON FORCI. (NOR \ L) 




ACT\I T[ON IiRrI IWIXOT,\ION 




hORhSI1 It N' N L',l ll 
Interval R., I 
, 1lm eavy 
\ote 
WORKSIfl. StIl. LIMITFI\NILIWNG 
Interval I Ito I't 
-- 1 1-Large 
Noics 
\CTITOR POsITION \Y[ liR\\" 




ACTUATOR ORIINTTIO\ R\CY%,,'I 
Interval Rn . Ln 
-- 1-Accurate 
Note, 














1 SYSTEM NOMENCLATUREEVFREE SPACE ACTIVITY 
- SYSTEMS DATA SHEET (Continued) LEVEL HUMPTY DUMPTY 
VISABI LITy 
Init, i-a I Rat tg NOTES 
-- 1-Unobstruct. (1) 	Number of manipulators 
- 3 ea. mechanical (work) 
- 3 ea. mechanical (anchoring) 
- 2 ea. anthropomorphic gloves
 
DEPLOYED VOLUME 
SYSTEM PROPOSED BY DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY.'
 
-- I 3-Large 
Notes 








GAR0O ST BI LIZATION 
Interval Rating 
-- 2-Mod. Stab. 
Notes 
CARGO SIZE 
__Intereal Rtin L 
-- 1-Large 
Notes 
1LORKSITE STABILITY (NORM[AL) 
Interval Rating 
-- j -Stable 
Notes 




Reference: Bib. No. 5 REV-
LEGEND: P - Published Data T - Typical 
E - Estimate Mx - Maximum 
Mn - Minimum 
5-2-5 (b) 
INI REBEREDH 
SYSTEM NOMENCLATURE -DEV 
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET LEVEL,42 SCHMOO 
FREE SPACE ACTIVITY 
OI'RATIONAL LIFETIME h'IE R'.ENCY PROVISIONS ACTUATION FOICE (NORM\L) 
Interd Rating Interval Rating Interval Rat inn 
m-- 1-Unlimited N/A -- 600 lbs. Mx(p) 1-High 
Notes Notes Notes 
ON-SITE TIME LIMIT MASS ACTUATION FORCE (ROTATION) 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Rat n 
-- uknown 11,300 ibs. (wet) 3-Heavy -- I1-High 
Notes Notes Notes 
*(P) 7500 lbs. (dry) (2) 
WORKSITE FIFXIBILITY MAINTINANCE TIME REQUIRDENTS WORKSITE AS' IINDLI1,; LIIIT 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval a' tue 
-- ]1-Unlimited -- Unknown -- 1-Heavy 
Notes Notes \otoe 
RANGE STOWED VOLUME WORKSITE SIZE KINDLINO Lf\IIT 
'Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval I Rat rna 





15 ft. W.& I ft. Lg. 12h.
 
ENVIRO4MENTAL FLEXIBILITY AVERAGE TRANSLATION VELOCITY ACTUATOR POtTION \CCtR\CY
 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval RLI in,
 




*Particularly suited for 
bigh radiation area 
DEPENDABILITY TRANSLATION RATE CONTROL ACTUATOR ORIENTATION ACCuLxY 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval j tng 
.... 1-High -- I-Accurate 
Notes Notes Notes 
CREW REQUIREMENTS TRANSLATION STABILITY WORSITE REACH ENVELOPE 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Rating 
N/A* --- - 2-Med. FI=l080 (ea) 1-large 
Notes Notes Notes
 
*unmanned, controller (2) 18ft.1g. Arms (2 ea)
 
.euired, IVA or 5nd. (1) 
EXPENDABLE REQUIREMENTS TRANSLATION MANEUVERABILITY CARGO TRANSPORT RANGE 
Interval Rating Interval Rting Interval Rating 
-- Unknown -- 2-Mod. stab. -- 1-Unlimited 
Notes Notes Notes 
LEGEND: P - Published Data T - Typical 
E - Estimate Mx - Maximum 




E S E 	 SYSTEM NOMENCLATURE 
FREE SPACE ACTIV/ITY DEV 7 ..... 






 (I) Remotely operated service Module for maintenance
 
(2) 2 each stabilization arms 
Notes 2 each manipulator arms (18 ft ig) 
(3) 	 (3) 2 complete TV systems 
- steroptical color TV (3d) 




SYSTEM PROPOSED BY LOCIOJEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
 






































IReferences; Bih No. 30,92 & 93 	 REV-

LEGEND: P- Published Data T - Typical 
E- Estimte Mx - Maximum 
Mn - Miimum 
5-2-6 (b) 
Jill MATRIXIN RESERH~ 
SYSTEM NOMENCLATUREFREE SPACE ACTIVITY DEV 
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET LEVEL MODULAR EVA WORK PLATFORM 
OPI:1\TION\L LIFETIME E'ERENCY PROVISIONS ACTUATION FORCE (NORt\L) 
Interval j Rating Intel Val Rating Intbrval Ra in-





ON-SITE TIME LIMIT MASS ACTUATION FOIRM. (iOT\fIO\) 
Interval - Rating Inte val Rating Interval It.r ii 
4 hrs (P)* I *3-Limited,short ter 1052 lbs (Pv 3-H 
I 
i 3-Low 
Notes Notes Notes 
*Plus 4.hrs emergency (P) (3)
 
WORNSII FLEXIBILITY ?VINILNANCE TIME REQUIREMENTS WORhSITE NA' IIA\\LIDt. Lmir 
Interval I Rating Inte val Rating Interval 1.I 	 RLtl -- 2-Limited* -- Unknown -- 2-Moderate 
Notes Notes Note, 
*Special interface (1) 
RANGr STOWED VOLUMME WORKSITi .5I7L HA\NINL\G LIMIT 
Interval Rating Inte val Rating Interval Ra ''lit 
7000 ft (P)* h-Limited Med. 216cu.ft.(E)* 2-Moderate -- I 2-Moderate 
Notes Notes Notes 
*10000 ft. 
w/ ext. proul. cap module *6 ft x 6 ft x 6 ft 
ENVIRO\NENT\L FLEXIBILITY AVERAGE TRANSLATION VELOCITY ACTU,\TOR POSITION XCCb'l\C 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Ranrn­
-- 2-Limited* 15-20 ft/lbs 2-Medum -- 2-Moderate 
Notes Notes Notes 
*Sane as suited astronaut' 
I)EPENDABILITY TRANSLATION RATE,CONTROL ACTUATOR ORIENTATO.N \CCLbAC\ 
Interval Rating Interval J Rating Interval Ratlu­
2 

--- J Unknown .5 ft/sec 2-Medium -- 12-Moderate 
Notes Notes Notes 
CREW REQUIREMENTS TRANSLATION STABILITY WORKSITE REACH ENVELOPE 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Rating{ 

1 .... 2-Mod. Stab. FM=240 (ea)* I 2-Medium 
Notes Notes Notes 
Suited astronaut *525 cu ft (P) 
EXPENDABLE REQUIREMENTS TRANSLATION MANEUVERABILITY CARGO TRANSPORT RANGE 
Interv..] I Rating Interval Ratng Interval Rating 
29 lbs/4 hrs(Ei 2-Medium -- 2-Medium 7000 ft 2-Medium 
Notes Notes Notes 
(2) 	 See range
 
LEGEND: P - Published Data T - Typical
 
E - Estimate 	 MX - Maximum 
Mn - Minimulm 
5-2-7 (a) 
I I191 MATRIXRESE Ri
 
SYSTEM NOMENCLATURESDEVFREE SPACE ACTIVITY 
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET (Continued) LEVEL 2 MODULAR EVA WORK PLATFORM 
VISABILITY
 
Interval - Rating NOTES 
-- 2-Obstructed 
(1 Utilizes 3 worksite anchors with adhesive pads.Notes 
Limited by platform (2) 1551 watt-hrs of electrical energy (P) 
DEPLOYED VOIJME (3) Optional configurations: 
Interval Rating -Ext. propulsion capability--180 lbs. 
216 cu ft(E)* 2-Medium -Long range rendezvous module--73 lbs. 
Notes SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY TH BENDIX CORPORATION 






































WORKSITE STABILITY (ROTATION) 
Interval Rating 
-- 2-Mod. Stab. 
Notes 
Reference: Bib. No. 9 REV-
LEGEND: P - Published Data T - Typical 
E - Estimate Mx - Maximum 
Mn - Minimum 
5-2-7 (b) 
IBM MATRIXEn! *IESEAUl 
FREE SPACE ACTIVITY DEV SYSTEM NOMENCLATURE 
SYSTEMS DATA SHEET LEVEL REMOTE MANIPULATOR SPACECRAFT6 
TI;I'I, I' ROVTSIONS ACTIATION I-11110- ( \OI(II 
at, ,ivl Itrrval I.Rating R , i. 
3 Yrs (P) l-Unlimited IsIbs (P) 3-Low 
Note, Notes AOtes 
N/A (1)
 
O\-SJTI; fl'IE LINIT -,MSS ACTIATIOX IeC] (ROT rio\) 
nntt Into,.i-va Rat ing Interval 6 1In-I 





EORRSITI I'U XIlILITY NAlINTI NANCI. TInI: INEQUIREMENTS WORISIT[; MI, :B\I.lI . I'll r 
In tr' , Rtn Intel V J1 Ra ting Intorval NIiii, 
-- 1-Unlimited -- Unknown -- 2-Moderate 
\ors otes .o 0 
CE STOWED VOLLIN1" WORKSITh SI-I. HI\I'LI LIMIT 
[ n t _ l t n -, In t e'zl R a t n I n t er va l Rl , , r ' ,tl . o 
-Un24cu.ft. (E) 2-Moderate -- 2Modrte
 
Nol-e Note, \ores 
F\VIEO\NT:NFIP LEX fBILIlrY AWv:RAW,. TRANSLATION VELOCITY ACIITR 15I N \l t R\) 
lnrrti,I ] Ratinz In terval Rating Interval ]ip-,'' 
-- 'I 1-Unlimited -- 1-Fast -- 2-Moderate 
\ores Notes Notc" 
EPI) \RI-'.1LIT TH\-SLATON RATE CONTROL ACTITOR ORI]I\T\TIC\ \OCLR\C 
IntervlI Ratina Interval Ratip ..... Inteal in 
I-- 2-Med. FM = 200 (E) 2-Moderate 
Notes Notes 
40 in. reach 
CREW REQUIREMENTS TRANSLATION STABILITY WORKSIT, ECH I.NVIELOPr 
Interl " Rating Interval Rating Interval. Ratin, 
-- 2 Mold. Stab. -- 2-Med. 
Notes Notes Notes 




lXPI\DABI: REQUIREMENT.S TRANSLATION MANEUVERABILITY CARGO TRANSPORT RANGF 
Interval Rating Interval Rating Interval Rating 
-- 2 - Med. -- 2-Limited Med. 
Notes Notes Notes 
Energy consumption-780 watts 
ipeak) . 167 watts (AUC) Same as rafge 
LEGEND: P - Published Data T - Typical 
E - Estimate Mx - MIaximu= 






FREE SPACE ACTIVITY 
LEVEL REMOTE MANIPULATOR SPACECRAFT(Continued)SYSTEMS DATA SHEET 
vj_,____L[TT NOTES 
]nte] va] T Ra ting 
(1) Manipulators (2) 
--	 1-Unobstructed Electrical bilateral (closed loop position 
control with force feedback) 
Steroptical TV SYSTEM BEING DEVELOPED BY GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
 
IPPLOYL) VOLmiE SPACE 	 SYSTEMS DIVISION 


















IS BD S (Z T 
Interva L- Rating 
--- 2-Ned t 
Notes 
t,ORKSITE: STABILITY (.5rORH\L) 
RaP lntErEN P- htng 
Stab. b2-Mod. 
Notes 
WO0RKSITI, STABILTTY (ROTUTION) 
Interval Ratilna 







I,GEND: P- PuU] 1-shed [)ata T - Typica'I 
E- E.stimto MIx- 1aximmr 
Iin - ,finiikukk 
5-2-8 (b) 
